
 

            ETAB Training 
 

 

Learning Objectives:  

 
At CADD Center, we will help you pick up skill in the accompanying parts of E-Tabs:  

 

 Modeling: How to work with the physical aspect based articles and along these lines require 

less time in making of the model and understanding of the outcomes. 

 Concrete Frame Design and Detailing: Applicable to line items and the project decides the 

proper outline strategy when the examination is run. 

 Steel Frame Design and Detailing: How to detail the procedure utilizing different 

configuration code calculations for steel part determination, strain checking and drift 

enhancement. 

 Steel Connection Design: Design of steel associations is flawlessly coordinated inside of the 

project. 

 Composite Beam: Auto select-segment property can be characterized to composite shafts to 

decide their sizes for investigation. 

 Dynamic Analysis: Various alternatives from reaction range investigation to substantial 

distortion nonlinear time investigation. 

 

 

Prerequisite: 
 

 ETABS is the software being used in the CAD industry by the civil engineers to analyze and 

design the program developed especially for building systems. The candidates should have 

completed civil engineering study 

 

 

Overview of the course:  

 

E-Tabs is a refined and advantageous unique examination and configuration project matured 

particularly to build frameworks. With its coordinated framework and the capacity to handle the 

biggest and most complex building models arrangement, it guarantees: 

 

 Powerful CAD-like drawing devices in a graphical and object-based interface. 

 Increased profitability of basic architects in the building business. 

 Significant investment funds in time and effectiveness over universally useful programs 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Why would it be a good idea for you to learn?  
 

E-Tabs can help you change over your thoughts into item outlines rapidly and adequately. It 

improves your capacity to take in the geometry of building frameworks. In E-Tabs model 

creation and reporting of results are proficient at the item level. It empowers the planner to 

concentrate on perceptible execution targets. E-Tabs is very much prepared to handle 

rearranged parallel methodology, Push-over investigation, Response Spectrum investigation 

and Response History investigation. The information yield alternatives are a great deal more 

helpful for horizontal configuration in extraordinary program like E-Tabs. E-Tabs can likewise 

be used for taking care of expansive scale seismic tasks including those that include Non-

Linear Modeling. It accompanies libraries of different pre-constructed or pre-planned code-

subordinate definitions so that the client does not need to re-characterize essential parameters 

relying upon the conditions.  

 

 

 

Learning Outcome: 
 

 

 You will effortlessly make models utilizing objects and can comprehend the ideas when 

altering and making complex models. 

 

 You will have the capacity to perceive story levels and have the capacity to information 

building information in a coherent and simple way. 

 

 

 You will be a gainful, imaginative, and informative designer, with a capacity to work with 

individuals crossing diverse orders. 

 

 You will make stand out model of the floor frameworks and the vertical and sidelong 

surrounding frameworks to have the capacity to break down and outline the whole building 

because of the incorporated arrangement of     E-Tabs. 

 

 

 You can keep your outline information and configuration licensed innovation in illustrations, 

plain shape or send it to a printer or fare it to a database document or even spare it as an 

ASCII record and oversee them in a sheltered, incorporated spot. You can let your group 

work together with you at any phase of development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Course Outline: 

 

Chapter 1 Model creation and result 

reporting 

3 hours 

Chapter 2 Push-over analysis 4 hours 

Chapter 3 Response Spectrum Analysis 4 hours 

Chapter 4 Response History Analysis 5 hours 

Chapter 5 Concrete Frame Design and 

Detailing 

5 hours 

Chapter 6 Steel frame Design and Detailing 6 hours 

Chapter 7 Working with Composite Beam 4 hours 

Chapter 8 Dynamic Analysis 4 hours 

 


